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Abstract

A new 2D and 3D sef-consistent ode has been developed and is applied to understanding the charge
trapping i SOI buried odde causing back-channel MOS leakage in SOI transistors. Clear idications on
scaling trends are obtained with respect to supply voltage and oidde thickness.

I. NTRODUCTION Polysilicon gme
N+ diffugm Gate oxide

Selection of a specific supply voltage Vdd has become part of
the analysis undertaken to simultaneously optimize speed LOC
and power for an IC, leading to a range of supply voltage in Bock
each technology generation. If we consider two issues of the
Serruconductor Industry Association roadmap, minimal Vdd
values for CmOS was asserted to 09 V in the 1994 issue, Silicon mib*w
whereas voltage as low as 0.5 V is now considered - - t
current issue as viable for the 2010 horizon. Figuire 1. Illnuradien of a radmon-mduced back
For general-purpose technologies, including Sol, the recent transistor in a Sol strucwm.

roadmap is described as follows on Table 1: B. Modeling the Trapped Charge in SOI Devices and the

1992 1997 1999 2003 2006 2009 2012 Se�V-Consistent Code Used
Line in the following, is presented the application of the modeling
Width 0.8 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.1 0.07 0.05 equations to the realistic situation of a NMOS transistor on
(AM) Sol, with the use of codes computing self-consistently the
Vdd 5 2.5 1.8 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.6 charges, currents and the electric field as discussed for I D
(V) 3.3 1.8 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.6 0.5 MOS in [LerMl).
Table I Past and projected trends for leading edge of in this sumniary, jet us simply ndicat te main equations

integrated circuit technologies used in the calculations presented here, i.e. the equations of
evolution of the trapped charge density p, in the oxide:

Does this trend impact radiation tolerance? 0p, = C R
Straightforwardly yes. However, the radiation failure modes Dt P pn

arc numerous, and self-consistently involves the electric
voltages lines inside the circuits, the device characteristics C = N-m - p,) crpV" p and R p, cy . V. n
regarding silicon (doping profiles) and oxides (trap density
profiles). It is evident that the use of numerical simulation is Where Cp and R, are the capture and recombination
the ideal tool to understand the present and anticipate the coefficients, Np the hole trap density (assumed uniform for
future. the S40X kind of buried oxides), h the thermal velocity,
In this work-, we focus on a specific issue in l technology, cypt the hole capture cross-section and ,, the electron
i.e. the back channel leakage MOS which appears when recombination cross-section on trapped holes.
exposed to total dose, because of the charges trapped in the Along with these equations are the drift-diffusion, continuity
buried oxide underlying the silicon film. and Poisson equations, classically:

+div(jn)=G-Rpn and 0-P + div (jp) = G -C
II. PRINCIPLES OF SIMULATION AND at at p
CALIBRATION 0E

.-I. .The Back Channel Leak-age MOS - = q [pt(xt)-nt(xt)+ p(xt)-n(xt)]]
Once a l structure is irradiated. charge trapping in the ON E ox
buried oxide gives birth to a parasitic effect, called "back
parasitic transistor" as represented in fig. 1. A leakage Where cox represents the dielectric permittivity of silica.
current is usually observed in N-type MOS transistors, due to Two kinds of modeling ave been presented up t know. A
an lectron conduction channel, the nderlying substrate first kind uses the standard codes. y supposing a trapped
acl n ir i hark gate 11 f-.69,qj cha�ge dstsib-son S the, r,,;fa-- Xhis 0le%%-v9e1t4--
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insights, because the functioning of the silicon part of the the two-dimensional situation of the buried ode lateraffi-
device can be evaluated [Ferl-98]. But the modeling is not biased by the drain voltage (see section IV).
complete and is based on charge amount and profile that

must be supposed. Major improvement is aowed by the use h1in Silicon ilm J Command Gate
of self-consisment codes, in which the napped charge is -0krad Vd V

computed by taking into account carriers fluxes, field and
traps in the oxides surrounding the silicon. Such codes,
necessarily in 2 or 3D for SOL exist only since recently. For
example sif-consistent modeling has been presented for a
lateral cross-section of the SOI structure [Mila-981,
realistically computing the back-channel induced MOS as a
function of dose and of the body-tied-to-warce (BTS)
dimensions.
We aim here at providing new insights egarding the
influence of Vdd on the dose at which the back c
leakage current appears, and look further inside the o=a
computing the napped charge profile and electric fields for
several oxide thicknesses. For this purpose, the recent Mechanical Substrate (P-type Silicon)
Dessis.-ISET"' code has been used in the 'ad' module
implementing the CEA-TRAPpOXR 40 equations. Back-Gate

C 19del Technology Used Dom-200kred Vd-4V

We choose a typical thin-film partially-depleted SOI
technology, with gate length of 0.5 PM and LDD feature and
body-tie. This can be viewed as "orthogonal" to the Mila-
98] study, as it operates in another cross-section, orthogonal
to the previous one.
The technology features are the following:
- Gate length L,= 0. 5 pm; LDD, silicon thickness 0 12 gm
- Gate oxide thickness t.� = 10 run;

�ITp,=3. 10" cm-'-, uniform density of traps;
- Buned oxide: SMIOX tpe, uniform trap density following

[Pail-951) tickness t,,_ = 80 to 400 run; NTp2=3. 1018
CM" uniform density of traps; for the two oxides:
C� Pt =; 10-1 4cm2 and field dependence [Ning-761;
C;P,=5. 10-14 CM1.

- Carrier generation and drift parameters in SiO2 [Lera99b]:
105 V/CM P= -Yo � 0.1 m =0.9-E = 65 10 cm'N.s and

field dependence- P,= 15 CM2 N.s [Srour77b] and
field dependence.

D. Results Dose-450kmd Vd=4V

In SOL the "mechanical substrate", i.e. the bulk silicon

underlying the buried oxide, is connected to the chip case,

and usually tied to ground. In other terrns, back-gate 'I's

usualk- at zero Volt %krith respect to the source. This is
XI

tYpicaffi a case here electric field is low determined. for bam
instance. by built-in potential between the two silicon facing

each other, e.g. P-type for the N-channel MOS and P- type

for the bulk silicon substrate). If drain is itself at zero voltage

during irradiation, in effect, trapping is at minimum and

usualk, no back-channel parasitic transistor appears.

However, it has been recognized since the earlv times that

the worst-case of irradiation occurs when the NMOS drain

bias is at supply voltage (e.g. I 2 4 or V). In this

situation, the back-MOS threshold voltage shifts

significantly and the back-MOS transistor can be revealed

and cuse a major drain-source leakage current.

The fllowing set of figures (fig. 2 fig 3 verifies Ns

hN-pothesis, by computing the electric field, the induced MOS
Figure 2 Trapped charge in the oxides of a Lg 0. gm

current in the back-side of the silicon film, the trapped NMOS/SOI transistor in VDS=+4V case.

charge in the buried oxide with the self-consistent code.

These set or experiments reveal he fleld-collapse eMc in
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the turn-on of the back parasitic MOS in a N transistor
Dose=Okmd Vd=4V biased in worst case during irradiation (VDS=+4V)

111. SCALING ISSUES

A. The Scaling of Drain-Source Voltage
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On-set of strong electron back-c�� el Dm(kr4

in silicon Figure 4 Drain-Source back channel leakage current at
lv'GI=VG2=0 under measurement conditions VDS=VDS
applied during irradiation: 4 2 , 0.1 Volt, Buried

Dove=2DUred Vd=4V O)dde thickness 04 .

The figure 4 summarizes the global response of the
transistor: under zero front-gate bias, only the back-gate
transistor goes on leaking, and the greater the bias the
sooner the leak. Even in very low drain bias (0 I V) leakage
current can occur, because of the built-in potentials due to
different doping of drain, channel and mechanical substrate
(P)

B. The Scaling of Oxide Thickness

Dose
(kilorad)

Smaller electron current flow in oxi 1000-

de 800

600- 4

Dose 450kred Vd = V 400-
200

-------------------- 0
co in en
0 C14 Vdd (V)
C; 17

CD

tox2 (prn)

Figure S. Dose for a given leakage current of 0 I 4A/4m
as a function of oxide thickness for different
drain supply voltages.

Fig. gives the full picture of the double scaling studies,
..... ..... operated here at constant silicon SOI transistor features

(same gate length, same gate oxide, same doping) and same
oxide trap densities. It has been shown previously that this
latter hpothesis is fully justified in the case of the SMOX
famih [Pail-951. Other technology cases ill be presented in

the ull paper. Clear trends are recorded: reducing voltage

1 from 4 to IV makes the dose improve bN I a factor of two in

the thick oxide cases, whereas, the major improvements
Figu re 3 Apparition of an electron crrent at the back- comes ith reducing thickness. It is the first time that this

�idc of the NN10SIS01 bear% een (() and loo kr;4ds due t ji.QJbic rnri ran b nimcpall, 2sscllerl
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IV. IMPORTANCE OF SELF-CONSISTENT the electric field lines go directly from the drain to the
MODELING DUE TO FIELD COLLAPSE AND backside of the transistor. Therefore, holes are directed
ENHANCEMENT EFFECTS toward the backside and the build-up of the trapped charge

begins, At the end of the hTadiation, the field is nearly
horizontal and reinforced, because the space charge hs

De".Okred Vd.4V considerably extended. The analysis of the eectroil current
o ode shows that holes, once trapped at the beginnin of
the irradiation, are recombined in the bulk of the oxide (can
be seexi fig. 3 middle). This is a 2-D "hole grabbing' effect,
as recognized in previous analysis of [Boes-91] made in ID
mos.
So, the electric field vanishes in the bulk whereas it
conversely grows up at the boundary interfaces.
Consequently, the hole trapped charge is enhanced at
interfaces (fig. 2 at 450 krads). Clearly, due to this self-
conmLqew effw� orily 2-D numerical simulation can allow
assesmnent of the voltage trend following the Moore's Law
scaling down-

V. CONCLUSIONS

Dove.200kmd Vd-4V For the first time, thorough analysis of trapping behavior of

back-channel SOI transistor is realistically described with a
broad latitude of scope.

Conclusions and methods used are useful as a start for
conveniently handling more complex 2D and 
mmulaijaw.

The presentation of broader scope of technology and buried
oxide cases will be given in the final paper. Notably, the role
Of electron traps in oxide will be taken into account,
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